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Abstract. Theorem provers for higher-order logics often use tactics to
implement automated proof search. Tactics use a general-purpose meta-
language to implement both general-purpose reasoning and computation-
ally intensive domain-specific proof procedures. The generality of tactic
provers has a performance penalty; the speed of proof search lags far
behind special-purpose provers. We present a new modular proving ar-
chitecture that significantly increases the speed of the core logic engine.
Our speedup is due to efficient data structures and modularity, which al-
lows parts of the prover to be customized on a domain-specific basis. Our
architecture is used in the MetaPRL logical framework, with speedups
of more than two orders of magnitude over traditional tactic-based proof
search.

1 Introduction

Several provers [8,9,3,11,12,15,18] use higher-order logics for reasoning because
the expressivity of the logics permits concise problem descriptions, and because
meta-principles that characterize entire classes of problems can be proved and re-
used on multiple problem instances. In these provers, proof automation is coded
in a meta-language (often a variant of ML) as tactics. Automation speed has a
direct impact on the level of reasoning. If proof search is slow, more interactive
guidance is needed to prune the search space, leading to excessive detail in the
tactic proofs.

We present a proving architecture that addresses the problem of speed and
customization in tactic provers. We have implemented this architecture in the
MetaPRL logical framework, achieving more than two orders of magnitude speed-
up over the existing NuPRL-4 implementation. We obtain the speedup in two
parts: our architecture is modular, allowing components to be replaced with
domain-specific implementations, and we use efficient data structures to imple-
ment the proving modules.

In this paper, we explain this modular architecture. We show that the logic
engine can be broken into three modules: a term module that implements the
logical language, a term rewriter that applies primitive inferences, and a proof
module that manages proofs and defines tactics. The computational behavior of
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proof search is dominated by term rewriting and operations on terms, and we
present implementations of the modules for domains with frequent applications
of substitution (like type theory), and for domains with frequent applications of
unification (like first-order logic).

MetaPRL, our testbed, is implemented in Objective Caml [19]. It includes
logics like first-order logic, the NuPRL type theory, and Aczel’s CZF set the-
ory [1]. We include performance measurements that compare MetaPRL’s per-
formance with NuPRL-4 on the NuPRL type theory. In our measurements, we
also show how particular module implementations change the performance in
the different domains.

One might think that the comparison between MetaPRL and NuPRL-4 is
not very fair since NuPRL-4 uses interpreted ML and MetaPRL is implemented
in OCaml. But in fact only very high-level code uses interpreted ML in NuPRL-
4 while most of the time is spent performing low-level operations such as term
operations and primitive rule applications. And in NuPRL-4 all the low-level
operations are implemented in Lisp and are compiled by a modern Lisp compiler.
This should make the comparisons relatively fair, especially when we are talking
about two orders of magnitude speed difference.

It should also be noted that MetaPRL is a distributed prover [14], leading to
additional speedups if multiple processors are used. Distribution is implemented
by inserting a scheduling and communication layer between the refiner and the
tactic interface. For this paper, we describe operation and performance without
this additional scheduling layer.

The organization of the paper is a follows. In Section 2, we give an overview of
tactic proving, and present the high-level architecture. In Sections 3, 4, and 5, we
explore the proving modules in more detail, and develop their implementations.
In Section 6, we compare the performance of the different implementations, and
in Section 7 we summarize our results, and present the remaining issues. This
work builds on the efforts of many systems over the last decade, and in Section 8
we present related work.

2 Architectural Overview

We consider a general architecture of a tactic prover consisting of three parts,
as shown in Figure 1. A logic contains the following kinds of objects:

1. Syntax definitions define the language of a logic,
2. Inference rules define the primitive inferences of a logic. For instance, the

first-order logic contains rules like modus ponens in a sequent calculus.

Γ, A ` A
axiom Γ ` A ⇒ B Γ ` A

Γ ` B
modus ponens

3. Rewrites define computational equivalences. For example, the type theory
defines functions and application, with the equivalence (λx.b) a ←→ b[a/x].

4. Theorems provide proofs for derived inference rules and axioms.
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Fig. 1. General tactic prover architecture

The refiner [5] performs two basic operations. First, it builds automation
procedures from the parts of a logic.

1. Syntax definitions are compiled to functions for constructing logical formulas.
2. Rewrite primitives (and derived rewrite theorems) are compiled to conver-

sions that allow computational reductions to be applied during a proof.
3. Inference rules and theorems are compiled to primitive tactics for applying

the rule, or instantiating the theorem.

The second refiner operation is the application of conversions and tactics, pro-
ducing justifications from the proofs. The major parts of the refiner interface
are shown below.1 It defines abstract types for data structures that implement
terms, tactic and rewrite definitions, proofs, and logics. Proof search is per-
formed in a backward-chaining goal-directed style. The refine function takes
a logic and a tactic search procedure, and applies it to a goal term to pro-
duce a partial proof. The goal and the resulting subgoals can be recovered
with the sub/goal of proof projection functions. Proofs can be composed with
the compose proof subproofs function, which requires that the goals of the
subproofs correspond to the subgoals of the proof, and that both derivations
occurred in the same logic. If an error occurs in any of the refiner functions,
the RefineError exception is raised. The tactic of conv function creates a
tactic from a rewrite definition. The final two functions, called tacticals, are
the primitives for implementing proof search. Operationally, the andthen tac1
tac2 tactic applies tac1 to a goal and immediately applies tac2 to all the sub-
goals, composing the result. The orelse tac1 tac2 is equal to tac1 on goals
where tac1 does not produce an error, otherwise it is equivalent to tac2.
1 Throughout this paper we will use a simplified OCaml syntax to give the component

descriptions.
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module type RefinerSig = sig

type term, tactic, conv, proof, logic

exception RefineError

val refine : logic → tactic → term → proof

val goal of proof : proof → term

val subgoals of proof : proof → term list

val compose : proof → proof list → proof

val tactic of conv : conv → tactic

val andthen : tactic → tactic → tactic

val orelse : tactic → tactic → tactic

end

The logic data type is the concrete representation of a logic. The MetaPRL
logical framework defines multiple logics in an inheritance hierarchy (partial
order) where if Lchild : logic inherits from Lparent : logic, all the theorems of
Lparent are valid (and provable) in Lchild . In contrast, the NuPRL-4 prover has
a single global logic containing the syntax and rules of the NuPRL type theory.

Term

Rewriter

Proof

Refiner Types

proof,logic

tactic,conv

term

In a prover like NuPRL-4, the refiner can
be characterized as monolithic. There is no
well-defined separation of the refiner into com-
ponents, and there is no well-defined interface
like the RefinerSig we defined above—there
is one built-in refiner. This has made it dif-
ficult to customize and maintain NuPRL-4,
and our choice in MetaPRL has been to par-
tition the refiner into several small well-defined parts.

This modular structure has an additional benefit: if we partition the refiner
into abstract parts, we can create domain-specific implementations of its parts.
While the whole refiner is a part of a trusted code base, we do not need to worry
about introducing bugs while doing domain-specific optimization. When we need
to be extra sure, that everything is correct, we can do proof development using
the domain-specific code and later double-check the proof using the reference
implementation. And for some parts of the system we even have a debugging
mode that runs two implementations side-by-side and notifies the user if they
behave differently. This not only protects us from bugs introduced by the domain-
specific code, but also helps us to debug the reference implementation as well.

The choice of partitioning we use is guided by the type definitions, producing
the layered architecture shown at the right. The lowest layer, the term mod-
ule, defines the logical language; the rewriter module implements applications
of primitive tactics and conversions using term rewriting; and the proof module
defines the logic and proof data types. We present specifications and imple-
mentations of these modules in the following section.

3 The term module

All logical terms, including goals and subgoals, are expressed in the language of
terms, implemented by the term module. The general syntax of all terms has
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three parts. Each term has 1) an operator-name (like “sum”), which is a unique
name indicating the logic and component of a term; 2) a list of parameters
representing constant values; and 3) a set of subterms with possible variable
bindings. We use the following syntax to describe terms, based on the NuPRL
definition [2]:

opname︸ ︷︷ ︸
operator name

[p1; · · · ; pn]︸ ︷︷ ︸
parameters

{v1.t1; · · · ; vm.tm}︸ ︷︷ ︸
subterms

Displayed form Term
1 number[1]{}

λx.b lambda[]{x. b}
f(a) apply[]{f; a}

v variable["v"]{}
x + y sum[]{x; y}

A few examples are shown at the
right. Variables are terms with a string
parameter for their name; numbers have
an integer parameter. The lambda term
contains a binding occurrence: the vari-
able x is bound in the subterm b.

The term module implements several basic term operations: substitution
(b[a/x]) of a term (a) for a variable (x) in a term (b), free-variable calcula-
tions, α-equivalence, etc. When a logic defines a rule, the refiner compiles the
rule pattern into a sequence of term operations. The term interface is shown
below. The abstract types opname, param, term, and bound term represent op-
erator names, constant parameters, terms, and bound terms (the subterms of a
term). The major operations include destructors to decompose terms and bound-
terms, as well as a substitution function subst, free variable calculations, and
term equivalence.

module type TermSig = sig

(* Types and constructors: *)

type opname, param, term, bound term

val mk opname : string list → opname

val mk int param : int → param

val mk string param : string → param

val mk term : opname → param list → bound term list → term

val mk bterm : string list → term → bound term

(* Destructors and other operations: *)

val dest term : term → opname * param list * bound term list

val dest bterm : bound term → string list * term

val subst : (string * term) list → term → term

val free vars : term → string list

val alpha equal : term → term → bool

end

3.1 Naive term implementation (Term std)

The most immediate implementation of terms is the naive “standard” imple-
mentation, which builds the term with tupling.
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type opname = string list

and param = Int of int | String of string

and term = opname * param list * bound term list

and bound term = string list * term

While this structure is easy to implement, it suffers from poor substitution per-
formance. The following pseudo-code gives an outline of the substitution algo-
rithm.

let rec subst sub t =

if t is a variable then

if (t, t’) ∈ sub then t’ else t

else let (opname, params, bterms) = t in

(opname, params, List.map (subst bterm sub) bterms)

and subst bterm sub (vars, t) =

let sub’ = remove (v, t’) from sub if v ∈ vars in h1
let vars’, sub’’ = rename binding variables to avoid capture in h2
(vars’, subst sub’’ t)

The sub argument is a list of string/term pairs that are to be simultaneously
substituted into the term in the second argument. The main part of the sub-
stitution algorithm is in the part for substituting into bound terms. In step h1 ,
the substitution is modified by removing any string/term pairs that are freshly
bound by the binding list vars, and in step h2 , the binding variables are renamed
if they intersect with any of the free variables in the terms being substituted.

Roughly analyzed, this algorithm takes time at least linear in the size of the
term on which the substitution is performed. Furthermore, each substitution
performs a full copying of the term. Substitution is a very common operation in
MetaPRL — each application of an inference rule involves at least one substi-
tution.2 The next implementation performs lazy substitution, useful in domains
like type theory.

3.2 Delayed substitution (Term ds)

If substitution is frequent, it is often more efficient to save computations for use
in multiple substitution operations. We use three main optimizations: we save
free-variable calculations, we perform lazy substitution, and we provide special
representations for commonly occurring terms.

When a substitution is performed on a term for the first time, we compute
the set of free variables of that term, and save them for later use. When a
substitution is applied, the free-variables set is used to discard the parts of the
substitution for variables that do not occur free in the term. This saves time,
and it also saves space by reusing subterms where the substitution has no effect
2 Testing for α-equivalence also takes linear time. One way to decrease the cost would

be to use a normalized representation (such as a DeBruijn representation). However,
term destruction on the normalized representation can be expensive because of the
need to rename variables that become free (what are the subterms of λx.λy.xy and
λx.λy.yx?). These renamings can be delayed, as the next Section shows, but the cost
of equivalence testing will increase.
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instead of unnecessarily copying them. Memory savings, in turn, further improve
performance by improving the CPU cache efficiency and reducing the GC time.

During proof search, most tactic applications fail, and only a part of the
substitution result is usually examined in the proof search. In this common case,
it is more efficient to delay the application of a substitution until the substitution
results are actually requested by the dest term function.

We also optimize two commonly-occurring terms: variables and sequents.
Rather than using the term encoding of variables, we provide a custom repre-
sentation using a string. The sequent optimization uses a custom data structure
to give constant-time access to the hypotheses, instead of the usual linear-time
encoding. These “custom” terms are abstract optimizations—they do not change
the Term interface definition. For each custom term, we add special-case handlers
to each of the generic term functions.

The following definition of terms uses all of these optimizations (the defini-
tions for the bound term, opname and param types are unchanged). The defi-
nition of sequents, which we omit, uses arrays to represent the hypotheses and
conclusions of the sequent.

type term = { free vars : VarsDelayed

| Vars of string set;

core : Term of (opname * param list * bound term list)

| Subst of (subst * term)

| Var of string

| Sequent of sequent }
and subst = (string * term) list

and sequent = · · ·
The free vars field caches the free variables of the term, using VarsDelayed

as a placeholder until the variable set is computed. The core field stores the term
value, using the Term variant to represent values where a substitution has been
expanded, the Subst variant to represent delayed substitutions, and the Var
and Sequent variants for custom terms. We maintain the following invariants on
Subst: substitution lists are never empty, and the domain of the substitution is
included in the free-variables of the term.

The free-variables computation is one of the more complex operations on this
data structure. When the free variables are computed for a term, there are three
main cases: if the free variables have already been computed, they are returned;
if the core is a Term, the free variables are computed from the subterms; and
if the core is a delayed substitution, the substitution is used to modify the free
variables of the inner term.

let rec free vars = function

{ free vars = Vars fv } → fv

| { core = core } as t →
let fv = match core with

Term ( , , bterms) → Set.map list free vars bterm bterms

| Subst (sub, t) → free vars subst sub (free vars t)

| Var v → Set.singleton v

| Sequent seq → free vars sequent seq

in (t.free vars ← Vars fv); fv
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and free vars bterm (bvars, t) =

Set.subtract list (free vars t) bvars

and free vars subst sub fv =

Set.union

(Set.subtract list fv (List.map fst sub))

(Set.map list free vars (List.map snd sub))

If the free variables haven’t already been computed, the free vars function
computes them, and assigns the value to the free vars field of the term. In the
Term case, the free variables are the union of the free variables of the subterms,
where any new binding occurrences have been removed. In the Subst (sub, t)
case, the free variables are computed for the inner term t, then the variables
being replaced are removed from the resulting set, and then the free variables of
the substituted terms are added.

The subst function has a simple implementation: eliminate parts of the sub-
stitution that have no effect (in order to maintain the invariant), and save the
result in a Subst pair if the resulting substitution is not empty.

let subst sub t =

let fv = free vars t in

match remove (v, t’) from sub if v 6∈ fv with h1
[] → t (* substitution has no effect *)

| sub’ → { free vars = VarsDelayed; core = Subst (sub’, t) }
The set implementation determines the complexity of substitution. If the set
lookup takes O(1), then pruning h1 takes time linear in the number of variables
in sub.

The effect of the substitution is delayed until the term is destructed. The
dest term function is required to expand the substitution by one step. We use
the get core function, shown below, to expand the toplevel substitutions in the
term. If the substitution was applied to a Term, get core will push it down to
the immediate subterms. After the substitution is expanded, get core will store
the result in the core field to save time on the next get core invocation. As
usual, we omit the code for sequents.

let rec get core = function

{ core = Subst (sub, t’) } as t →
let core’ = match get core t’ with

Var v → get core (List.assoc v sub) (* always succeeds *)

| Term (opname, params, bterms) →
Term (opname, params, List.map (do bterm subst sub) bterms)

| Sequent seq → Sequent (sequent subst sub seq)

in (t.core ← core’); core’

| { core = simple core } → simple core

and do bterm subst sub (vars, t) =

let sub’ = remove (v, t) from sub if v ∈ vars in

let vars’, sub’’ = rename binding variables to avoid capture in

(vars’, subst sub’’ t)

Note that the List.assoc in the Var case will never fail, due to our invariants.
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The dest term function first uses get core to expand the top-level substitu-
tion (if any), and then it returns the parts of the term. To preserve the external
interface of the term module, it is also required to convert the custom terms
back to their original form.

let rec dest term t = match get core t with

Term (opname, params, bterms) → (opname, params, bterms)

| Var v → (mk opname ["variable"], [String v], [])

| Sequent s → dest sequent s

4 The rewriter module

The rewriter performs term manipulations for rule applications. Inference rules
and computational rewrites are both expressed using second-order patterns. For
example, the rewrite for beta-reduction is expressed with the following pattern:

(λx.bx) a → ba

In this rewrite, the variable a is a pattern variable, representing the “argument”
term. The variable bx is a second-order pattern variable, representing a term with
a free variable x. The pattern ba represents a substitution, with a substituted
for x in b. The (λx.bx) a is called the redex, and the substitution ba is called the
contractum.

module Rewrite (Term : TermSig) : sig

type redex prog, con prog, state

exception RewriteError

val compile redex : term → redex prog

val apply redex : redex prog → term → state

val compile contractum : redex prog → term → con prog

val build contractum : con prog → state → term

end

In NuPRL-4 the computation and inference engines are implemented as sep-
arate interpreters that are parameterized by the rewriting patterns. In MetaPRL
we combine these functions and improve performance by compiling to a rewriting
virtual machine. The MetaPRL rewriter module provides four major functions.
The compile redex function takes a redex pattern, expressed as a term, and
it compiles it to a redex program. The apply redex function applies a pre-
compiled program to a specific term, raising the RewriteError exception if
the pattern match fails, or returning a state that summarizes the result. The
compile contractum compiles a contractum pattern against a particular redex
program, and the build contractum function takes the contractum program
and the result of a redex application, and produces the final contractum term.

Currently, the rewrite module compiles redices to bytecode programs that
perform pattern matching, storing the parts of the term being matched in several
register files. Contracta are also compiled to bytecode programs that construct
the contractum term using the contents of the register file. The virtual machine
has the four parts shown in Figure 2:
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program term/bterm term/bterm number

string

t3

t2

t1

r0

r1

r2

t0

v0

v1

v2

inst1

inst2

inst3

inst4

instn

instn-1

pc

sp

...

...
...

...

registersstore stack registers

registers

Rewriting virtual machine

Fig. 2. Rewrite virtual machine

1. a program store and program counter for the rewrite program,
2. a term/bterm stack with a stack pointer to manage the current term being

rewritten,
3. a term/bterm register file,
4. a parameter register file for each type of parameter.

The instructions for the machine are shown in Figure 3. The matching in-
struction dest term checks if the term at the top of the term stack has the oper-
ator name opname, and if it has the right number of bound terms and parameters
of the given types. If it succeeds, the parameters are saved in the parameter reg-
isters, the term is popped from the term stack, and the bound terms are pushed
onto the stack. The mk term instruction does the opposite: it retrieves the pa-
rameter values from the register file, pops bc bound terms from the stack, adds
the opname and pushes the resulting term onto the stack. The dest bterm and
mk bterm functions are used to save and restore binding variables for the term
at the top of the stack.

The so var instruction pops a term from the term stack and saves it in
term register r, along with the free variables in v1, . . . , vn. The corresponding
constructor so subst pops bc terms from the stack, substitutes them for the vari-
ables v1, . . . , vn in term r, and pushes the result onto the stack. The match term
instruction is used during matching for redices like (x + x) → 2x that contain
common subterms.

The example in the Figure gives the code for a beta-reduction. The first
dest term instruction matches the outermost apply term and pushes the func-
tion and argument onto the stack. The dest bterm operations remove the bind-
ing variables of the subterms, and the so var instructions stores the results to
the register file. At the end of a match against the term (λx.b) a, register r1

contains b, register r2 contains a, and register v1 contains x. When the contrac-
tum is constructed, the first instruction pushes a onto the stack; and the second
instruction pops a, substitutes it for x in b, and pushes the result.
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Instructions

Matching:
dest term opname[p1; · · · ; pn].bc
dest bterm v1, . . . , vn

match term r[t1; · · · ; tn]
so var r[v1; · · · ; vn]

Constructors:
mk term opname[p0; · · · ; pn].bc
mk bterm v1, . . . , vn

so subst r.bc

pi: parameter register
vi: string register
r: term register
ti: literal term
bc: arity of bterm

Example: (λx.bx) a −→ ba

Redex:
dest term apply[].2
dest bterm

dest term lambda[].1
dest bterm v1

so var r1[v1]
dest bterm

so var r2[]

Contractum:
so subst r2.0
so subst r1.1

Fig. 3. Virtual machine instructions

5 The proof module

The third part of the refiner manages validity in logics as well as maintaining
proof trees for theorems. The proof module exports the interface shown below.
The empty logic is the logic without any rules/rewrites. The join logics func-
tion builds the union of two logics, and the add rule and add rewrite function
add rules/rewrites from their syntactical description as terms. The proof type
represents a partial proof tree [7], which may be modified by applying a tactic
to the proof goal with the refine function. The compose function is used to
stitch together partial proofs into larger proofs. Bookkeeping must be performed
here—the proofs being joined must belong to the same logic. If an error occurs
in any of the functions, the RefineError exception is raised. These functions are
not difficult to implement, and we skip the description of their implementations.

module Proof (Term : TermSig) (Rewrite : RewriteSig) : sig

type logic, tactic, rewrite, proof exception RefineError

val empty logic : logic

val join logics : logic → logic → logic

val add rule : logic → term → logic * tactic

val add rewrite : logic → term → logic * rewrite

val new proof : term → proof

val refine : proof → tactic → proof

val compose : proof → proof list → proof

val proof goal : proof → term

val proof subgoals : proof → term list

end
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6 Performance

We group the performance measurements into two parts. All measurements were
done on a Linux 400MHz Pentium machine, with 512MB of main memory, and
all times are in seconds. For the first part, we compare the speed of the MetaPRL
prover (using the modular refiner) with the NuPRL-4 prover. For the first exam-
ple, we perform pure evaluation based on the following definition of the factorial
function:

rewrite fact{i} ←→ if i = 0 then 1 else i ∗ fact{i− 1}

We used the following evaluation algorithm: recursively traverse the term top-
down, performing beta-reduction, unfolding the fact definition (taking care to
evaluate the argument first), etc. This algorithm stresses search during rewriting.
Roughly speaking, evaluation should be quadratic in the factorial argument: each
term traversal is linear in the size of the term, and the size of the term grows
linearly with each traversal (rewriting does not use tail-recursion), until the
final base case is reached and the value is computed. The following table lists
the performance numbers.

Argument value
Configuration 100 250 400 650
Term std 0.35 2.05 5.42 16.0
Term ds 0.42 2.41 6.32 18.4
NuPRL-4 55 330 >1800 >1800

On this example, the NuPRL-4 took between 125 and 160 times longer on the
problems where it finished within 30 minutes. On the two larger problems, we
terminated the computation after 30 minutes.3 In MetaPRL, the largest problem
performs about 14 million attempted rewrites.

This table also shows a difference between the term module implementations.
The “naive” term module performs better on this example because the recursive
traversals of the term expand most of the delayed substitutions.

The next example also compares MetaPRL with NuPRL-4, on the pigeonhole
problem stated in propositional logic4. The pigeonhole problem of size i proves
that i + 1 “pigeons” do not fit into i “holes.” The pigeonT tactic performs
a search customized to this domain, and the propDecideT tactic is a generic
decision procedure for intuitionistic propositional logic (based on Dyckoff’s al-
gorithm [10]). Both search algorithms use only propositional reasoning and both
explore an exponential number of cases in i.
3 NuPRL-4 can evaluate these terms. The built-in term evaluator, which bypasses the

refiner, evaluates the largest example in about 22 seconds.
4 This formalization of pigeon-hole principle and methods we are using to prove it

are obviously highly inefficient. However this formalization provided us with a nice
way of comparing the performance of simple propositional proof search in the two
systems.
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Problem size Memory
Configuration Tactic 2 3 4 (Max MB)5

Term std pigeonT <0.1 2.53 94.0 126
Term ds pigeonT <0.1 0.71 17.0 20.8
NuPRL-4 pigeonT 0.5 89 >1800
Term std propDecideT 0.3 238 >1800
Term ds propDecideT 0.13 55.0 >1800
NuPRL-4 propDecideT 21.9 >1800 >1800

In this example, NuPRL-4 works between 125 and 170 times slower than
Term ds. And the delayed-substitution implementation of terms performs sig-
nificantly better than the naive implementation, partly because of the efficient
substitution in the application of the rules for propositional logic, and also be-
cause the Term ds module preserves a great deal of sharing of common subterms.
On the largest problem the pigeonT tactic performs about 1.57 million primitive
inference steps.

For the last examples, we give a few comparisons between the MetaPRL
modules in two additional domains. The gen problems is a heredity problem
in a large first-order database. The nuprl problem is an automated rerun of
all proof transcripts in the NuPRL type theory. The transcripts contain a mix
of low-level proof steps, such as lemma application and application of inductive
reasoning, to higher-level steps that include verification-condition automation
and proof search. The transcripts contain about 2,500 interactive proof steps.

Problem
Configuration gen nuprl
Term std 20.4 39.3
Term ds 14.4 36.6

We don’t include performance measurements
for NuPRL-4 on these examples, because the
system differences require a porting effort (for
instance, NuPRL-4 does not currently imple-
ment a generic first-order proof search procedure). In our experience with NuPRL-
4, proofs with several hundred steps tend to take several minutes to replay.

Once again, the Term ds module performs better than the naive terms, due to
the frequent use of substitution in applications of the rules of these theories. The
times for proof replay include the time spent loading the proof transcripts and
building the tactic trees. This cost is similar for both term implementations,
and the performance numbers are comparable. The first-order problem, gen,
performs proof search by resolution, using the refiner to construct a primitive
proof tree only when a proof is found. This final step is expensive, because each
resolution step has to be justified by the refiner. The final successful proof in
this problem performs about 41 thousand primitive inference steps.

7 Summary

We have achieved significant speedups for tactic proving. Our new prover de-
sign shows consistent speedups of more than two orders of magnitude over the
5 This does not include the space that the system occupied after the initial loading —

19MB with term std and 20.5 MB with term ds
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NuPRL-4 system. Most of this speedup is due to efficient implementations of the
prover components, but an additional part is due to the modular design, which
allows the prover to be customized with domain-specific implementations. In
addition, the MetaPRL system is programmed in OCaml, an efficient modular
language. In contrast, NuPRL-4 tactics are programmed in classic ML, which is
compiled to Common Lisp, and the NuPRL-4 refiner is implemented in Common
Lisp.

In first-order logics, we estimate that an order of magnitude speed factor re-
mains between MetaPRL and provers like ACL2 [17]. Some of this difference can
be addressed with a specific refiner modules: a first-order term module would
contain custom representations for terms in disjunctive normal form and se-
quents (sequents provide particularly poor representations for large first-order
problems), and the rewrite module would optimize inference by resolution. How-
ever, a better solution would be to integrate first-order provers into the logical
framework using translation modules that provide a tactic interface through
encapsulation of the external functions.

There are a few avenues left to explore. Since we compile rewrites to bytecode,
it is natural to wonder what the effect of compiling to native code would be. Also,
while we currently do not optimize the proof module, there is significant overhead
in composing and saving the primitive proof trees. In some domains, we may be
able to perform proof compression, or delay the composition of proofs.

8 Related work

Harrison’s HOL-Light [13] shares some common features with the MetaPRL
implementation. Harrison’s system is implemented in Caml-Light, and both sys-
tems require fewer computational resources than their predecessors. Howe [16]
has taken another approach to enhancing speed in NuPRL-4. The programming
language defined by the NuPRL type theory is untyped, leading to frequent
production of well-formedness (verification) conditions. Using type annotations,
Howe was able to speed up rewriting in NuPRL-4 by a factor of 10. We haven’t
attempted to apply Howe’s ideas to MetaPRL implementation of NuPRL type
theory, but we believe that MetaPRL performance can be further improved using
these ideas.

Basin and Kaufmann [4] give a comparison between the NuPRL-3 system and
nqthm [6] (the predecessor of the ACL2 [17] system). The nqthm prover uses a
quantifier-free variant of Peano arithmetic. Basin and Kaufmann’s measurements
showed that nqthm was roughly 15 times faster than NuPRL-3 for different
formalizations of Ramsey’s theorem. It is likely that ACL2 and NuPRL-4 have
a larger gap in speed.
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